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This week we were introduced one of our favourite        

traditional tales, ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’.  

Phonics  

Literacy  

This week we focussed on the correct formation of 

numbers 1,2 and 3. We learnt some rhymes to help 

us remember how to form them. We then looked 

at other ways of representing these numbers like 

holding up our fingers or clapping our hands for    

                              each number.  We also revisited   

                              the concept of ‘big/medium/ 

                              small and matched items in the  

                            story to the size of the three bears. 
 

Numeracy  

 Tea with the 

Director  
Let’s see who  

had juice  

  and biscuits with 

Ms Beth our 

School Director  

this week!   

 
Lana El Shazly 

and  
Youssef El Sheikh 

 from  
  FS1D 

This week we have been 

looking at the characters in 

the story. We discussed the 

three bears and looked at 

why and how they were all 

different. We asked ‘Do 

bears have feelings?’ and 

talked how the bears may 

feel when they come back 

to the house to find Goldilocks.  We thought 

about some words that can describe the 

bears and wrote these onto a large drawing 

of a bear. We also had lots of fun with our 

own bears at the Teddy Bear’s Picnic. 

 

Reminder -  The excitement is really 

building for our Winter Performance 

please don’t forget to send your 

child’s costume into 

school. Place it in a 

plastic bag and please 

remember to label 

each item. Thank you! 

In Phonics his week we  continued to investigate 

rhythm and rhyme. We talked  

about words that rhyme and  

produced our own rhyming  

words. We first used our class  

puppets to give them funny  

rhyming names then we used the  

Goldilocks puppets and named  

them as well. We also looked at words that 

rhymed with ‘bear’ such as pear/hair/chair/

flare/care/share. 
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This week FS1L really enjoyed lots of Goldilocks and The Three 

Bears activities... 


